Abstract

In this article I developed some conclusions of the experience from the tutorship done in the courses of Magister in the Problems and Pathologies of Abandonment (UCES). From the mother-son assisted diadas, I isolated, for a deeper study, those clinical cases in which the respiratory disorder was associated with sleep and/or eating. I show some findings, considering the axis of emotionally abusive relations (over or sub-involved). In the first part, I synthesize the aspects that, I consider, condition the mother-father-son relation, mainly visible in the early childhood and that are related to the attachment they have in their interaction: ideas, thoughts, feelings the mother has for her son (based on cases which I have followed). In the second part, I introduce the context analysis of development and disorders of the abusive relation in the early childhood. I finally exemplify with a clinical case in which it is possible to determine that before diagnosing a sleep or respiratory disorder or any other symptomatic accident, it is vital to consider the connective mode and, specifically, their “abusive relation”, and give the necessary clinical attention to both patient and parents.
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